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All original characters Max and Moritz
by Kammer and Reinhardt, 15 inches,
c. 1913, $50,000.

Pierrot Ecrivain by Gustav Vichy, a rare musical
automaton, 24 by 27 inches, all original,
$45,000.

A

Very few of models of the K * R 104,
which was not a commercial success
at the time, have survived. This rare,
all original example, 20 inches tall,
sold for $190,000.

Left, German bisque shoulder head with
glass eyes, fancy bodice and molded
bonnet, 16 inches, $4,000 and 17-inch
glass eyed lady with brown sculpted hair
and fancy molded bonnet, $8,000.

Egyptian-themed
half doll by Dressel &
Kister, 4-1/2 inches,
c. 1910, $7,000.

22-inch black character 1358
by Simon and Halbig, $16,000.
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ptly named Stars in recognition of
its location in southern California,
Theriault’s three-day auction, January 11-13
in Newport Beach, also referred to the
women whose doll treasures, some 860
lots, illustrated the diversity of antique doll
collecting, from play dolls to rare characters,
sublime French bébés and fashions,
cloth dolls, rare all bisques, sophisticated
automata, half dolls, exceptional chinas,
highly decorated so-called parians and
20th century classics. Many of us enjoyed
watching Theriault’s Doll Mystery Vignette
Series, conducted by Florence Theriault and
emailed to those who register on their site. It
is a marvelous way to get a personal tour of
the auction highlights.
The undisputed “Star” of the auction was
the very rare K * R 104, of which only two
or three other examples are known. Circa
1910, it came from the original family who
emigrated from Spain to Peru in the early
twentieth century. They never unpacked the
dolls and playthings and so this delightful
doll, dressed as a boy, stayed in impeccable
original condition. Its selling price, $190,000
plus premium, would have amazed its
sculptor Lewin-Funcke who preferred that
his name not be connected with commercial
doll-making. For additional prices go to
Theriaults.com and click on Proxibid.
Prices do not include buyer’s premium
Theriault’s, PO Box 151, Annapolis, MD
21404. 800-638-0422, www.theriaults.com

14-inch early cloth doll by Ella Smith,
$3700.

Rare Jumeau 203 character
from the series Fantastique,
22 inches, with signed shoes,
$75,000.

26-inch Jumeau Portrait
Bébé, c. 1878, in original
couturier costume from
the workshops of Ernestine
Jumeau, $24,000.

French All-Bisque by Gaultier
with bare feet, 8 inches, $3,400.

22-inch, c. 1865, German
bisque lady with glass eyes,
elaborate coiffure and bodice,
$6,750.

19-inch Early Papier Mache
Peddlar Doll, early 1800’s,
$7,000.

Hertel and Schwab 149
character, 18 inches, all
original, $15,000.

Simon and Halbig glass eyed
111, c. 1910, $27,000.

12-inch, size 2 bébé by
Leon Casmir Bru with
signed Bru Jne leather
shoes, $23,000.

Paper mache shoulderhead
of an elderly man by Leo
Moss, 17 inches, $9,000.

Bisque Bébé H by Aristide
Halopeau, 18 inches, $34,000.

All original “Mein
Liebling” by Kammer
and Reinhardt,
22 inches, $6,000.
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